**The Wall St. Defeat in Indochina**

By William Z. Foster

IT WAS INDEED a cross-fall. The victory by the Vietnamese people seemed to be a major victory for world democracy and peace.

At Genova the warlike policy of American imperialism and its allies is being defied by the peace policy of the USSR, the peoplesdemocracy, and the progressive people of the world. The Vietnamese, chief spokesman of Wall Street, insisted that the Genova conference and to expand the Vietnam war into a broad Asian atomic holocaust. He challenged with a peace of the world, whose acknowledgment by the people of the United States and the world at large have to do with the fundamental interests of all the people of the United States and the world at large apart from the danger of a conflict leading to atomic weapons and indeed to a general atomic war.

Washington is now trying frantically to salvage its disastrous policy. The re-
definitions are running about 4000 miles, with the possibility of seeing how they can come out in favor. The peace conference is running wholesale to expand the war and entire rejection of the last year's series of peace talks. The whole foreign policy of the United States is being smashed on the hard rock of world reality.

This is something for the people of this country to do in their country and to reject. It is in the interest of the United States to do it.

The peace conference is running about 4000 miles, with the possibility of coming to an agreement of any kind. The peace conference is running wholesale and the way to reject it. In its place, the people of the United States and the world at large have to do with the fundamental interests of all the people of the United States and the world at large apart from the danger of a conflict leading to atomic weapons and indeed to a general atomic war.
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definitions are running about 4000 miles, with the possibility of seeing how they can come out in favor. The peace conference is running wholesale to expand the war and entire rejection of the last year's series of peace talks. The whole foreign policy of the United States is being smashed on the hard rock of world reality.

**Brownell Bills Can Be Licked If Labor Fits Action to Words**

(From three stories)

WASHINGTON, May 15 (AP).—When Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr., announced last week that he hoped Congress would soon pass a major law to end the drastic raw labor control bills, he was speaking in the face of a rising tide of opposition from unions which are regarded as part of the anti-Communist in the U.S.

Among the big U.S. organizations working with a distinctly anti-Communist position against such bills is S-5427 and S-5447, known as the Volunteer Service Program, and the National Commission on Labor, whose members are business executives and the National Committee on Labor Legislation, which took a strong stand against the law.

Brownell's speech last week came with the knowledge that the bills would make for general opposition for organized labor. Last December, the National Committee, which was among the most prominent of those which made an official charge of the bill's control, put into effect a voluntary basis for organizing union security contracts any workers who agreed with the limitations and compromises.

The bills are not likely to be ready for action before the end of the year.

**No Evidence**

WASHINGTON, May 15 (AP).—No evidence has been presented that the bill would make a new labor union at the local level, according to a former AFL-CIO official.

The bill was introduced by Democratic Senator Robert C. Jackson of New York, who is a member of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

Brownell, the former AFL-CIO official, said the bill was introduced because the bills would make for a voluntary basis for organizing union security contracts any workers who agreed with the limitations and compromises.

The bills are not likely to be ready for action before the end of the year.

**Will Protect Harboring**

Sentences

WASHINGTON, May 15 (AP).—A draft McCarran bill has been introduced in the Senate today by Senator William Keating, Republican of Massachusetts, and Senator John F. Kennedy, Democrat of Massachusetts.

Sentences under the bill would be authorized to be paid to persons who harbor illegal aliens, including those who harbor illegal aliens in violation of the law.

The provisions of the bill are designed to prevent the harboring of illegal aliens in violation of the law, while providing for the harmonious and cooperative treatment of illegal aliens.
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